FRIDAY 4 JUNE
11.30am & 1.30pm
DAVID ADAMS violin
KATE GOULD cello
DANIEL TONG piano

CONCERTS
1a & 1b
PIANO TRIO Op.1, No 1
BEETHOVEN
PIANO TRIO
FAURÉ
Piano Trio in E flat, Op. 1 No 1
Ludwig Van Beethoven (1770-1827)

Allegro
Adagio cantabile
Scherzo: Allegro assai
Finale: Presto
Musically and socially, Beethoven had a personality that was both challenging and uncompromising.
We can look back at his first published opus, a set of three piano trios, as the beginning of a journey
that would last for over three decades and take him to such heights as the Eroica Symphony,
Appassionata sonata and Razumovsky Quartets, later the Archduke Trio and Seventh Symphony
(choose any one actually) and finally, the late string quartets and Missa Solemnis. But what is
remarkable is that this opus 1 is already fully formed, aims to outdo anything that had been previously
written in the genre and in many ways succeeds in doing exactly that.
The proportions of the work are already a statement, something that would not have been lost on
Haydn. Beethoven had been taking a few lessons with the famous composer, who was present when
the trios were first performed, all on the same evening in 1793. For Haydn and Mozart, piano trios were
always cast in three movements, or even two. They were for amateur private use, and evolved from
the baroque trio sonata where the cello doubled the bass part in the piano. This is not to say that they
do not include much sublime music of course, but it was the ‘serious’ genres of symphony and string
quartet (and, for Mozart, quintet) where Haydn and Mozart used four movements. For Beethoven,
there is to be no hierarchy in the ‘importance’ of works for different combinations. All music is serious
music and, ideally, not for amateurs! (Unless they are very skilled and very helpful, like the Archduke
Rudolph). Beethoven’s opus 1 trios are all in four movements, the second also with a lengthy slow
introduction. Each is considerably longer than any piano trio by the two elder masters. Bass doubling
is now a rare special effect, the cello free to share and swap melodies with the other two instruments.
Beethoven has arrived.

Beethoven was not only blessed with extraordinary powers as a composer, but also as a pianist. Of
course, the two thrived off each other. As a young man, Beethoven would trounce all opposition in
the improvising ‘contests’ that were fashionable at the time and a way for a virtuoso to earn money
and increase his renown. On his only visit to see Mozart who, alas, died before he could properly meet
the younger composer who hoped to study with him, Beethoven impressed with his passionate piano
playing and lengthy improvisations. Thus, the bar is raised in terms of pianism as well as
compositional technique in the op. 1 trios. Again, the two go hand-in-hand. The sturm und drang of
Beethoven’s op. 1 no 3 is achieved by swirling scales and punchy octaves. The molto espressivo of the
introduction and slow movement in op. 1 no. 2 is backed up by lavish ornamentation and
accompanying figures. In the E flat trio, which we hear today, Beethoven uses the same broad palette
for the tender and heartfelt slow movement, as well as whizzing around in the witty, fun-filled finale
with impish, but fearsome virtuosity.
Haydn apparently offered Beethoven some words of advice after hearing the three trios, particularly
with regard to the third in C minor. This is not a great surprise, given Haydn’s seniority and differing
views on the genre. After all, Haydn had practically invented the piano trio and had written a large
body of wonderful works for the combination. Equally unsurprisingly, Beethoven didn’t take too kindly
to the criticism, but nevertheless he dedicated his first set of piano sonatas, op. 2, to Haydn and the
elder composer’s influence is keenly felt throughout these trios too. Beethoven’s aptitude for
reducing the music to small cells and playing with them in myriad different ways, the harmonic
daring, the wit and comic timing are all reminiscent of Haydn. There is still the sense, preserved by
Beethoven throughout his career, and perhaps one of the defining features of Classical chamber
works, that the music, however transcendent, can be conversational, intimate, human, fun – as well
as reaching for the Gods.
Piano Trio in D minor, Op. 120
Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924)

Allegro, ma non troppo
Andantino
Allegro vivo
Gabriel Fauré was a quiet revolutionary. Whilst Stravinsky was all the rage in Paris, Webern had
condensed music to a single gestur eand Bartók was at work on his uncompromising middle quartets,
Fauré was still writing extended pieces in sonata form with consistently memorable and singable
melodies. In fact, his gift for song-writing pervades his late chamber works in a remarkable way. The
opening and slow movements of the trio unravel with unbroken and unrestrained melody that lasts
throughout. But Fauré’s mature music is almost completely free of the action or drama that we
associate with the Classical and Romantic works of the German tradition.

Sometimes one idea can be sustained, unbroken, for several minutes. His use of a sonata structure
and three or four movements gives a framework for his sublime outpourings, but the dynamic that
inspired the form, well over a century ago, has gone.
As an old man, Fauré’s hearing degenerated and he became quite deaf, certainly unable to hear the
more extreme frequencies – the very high or low notes. Whether or not this affected his
compositional choices (and certainly there is a noticeable absence of deep bass as well as, to a lesser
extent, very high violin lines) a very personal and colourful sound is ever-present. It is characterised
by unisons and octave doublings in the melodies, above daring harmonic sequences that often move
in chromatic step. We hear the music in gradually shifting shades. Fauré’s use of modal harmonies
allows for fewer punctuation points than the nineteenth century Romantic music that inspired his
early work. The listener can be suspended, his heartbeat slowed (or racing, as in the trio’s finale).
Often the writing is sinewy, light and transparent, aided by the lack of bass sonority. Harmonic
complexity is achieved with great economy. The effect is often rarefied, spiritual and uplifting.
The Piano Trio in D minor, Op. 120 dates from 1923. After this, Fauré was to complete only the string
quartet before he died the following year. The opening movement, with its constant quaver
movement in the piano, is built in one huge, pulsating arch, the high point of which is the
recapitulation of the cello’s cantando opening theme in fortissimo. Despite only having two string
instruments at his disposal, Fauré often asks them to play in octaves or even in unison in all three
movements. This gives the music a telling simplicity of texture which both belies and reinforces the
harmonic complexity. The andantino is even more refined and untouchable for its economy of notes.
The finale is unexpected, short, dashing, throwaway and overtly virtuosic, unusual amongst Fauré’s
late chamber music. Roger Nichols argues that at the end of this work a perfect balance has been
found between ‘fantasy and reason’.
"To me... music exists to elevate us as
far as possible above everyday life."
(Fauré)
The biographies for individual performers can be found on our Festival website:
www.winchesterchambermusic.com/london-bridge-trio/ &
www.winchesterchambermusic.com/guest-artists/
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THANK YOU
INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS FROM:
George Gould, Kate’s dear late uncle – in support of the cost of a film maker and other venue costs
Cranbourne Farm Concert Society – in support of Concert 3
Richard and Caroline York – in support of Concert 4
Colin Webster – in support of the Weber in Concert 5
All Festival Friends
The Trustees owe a huge debt of gratitude to the Festival Friends’ community who have been
wonderfully loyal and supportive since Covid struck at the beginning of last year. `Not only has
subscription income held up in the absence of a 2020 Festival but refunded ticket money and other
donations have enabled us to compensate artists and sponsor piano hire and various concerts.
Without this generosity, the socially distanced 2021 Festival would not have been viable.
Thank you so much.
Richard Thomas, Friends’ Coordinator
We also wish to thank:
Cabinet Rooms, Gervades Dry Cleaners, The Home Shop Ltd
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